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I he Lanthom
E.C.S. Endorses New Credit System
by Rich Gustafson
CAMPUS
CENTER-At
last
week's meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Senate, Don
Williams, Chairman, presented a
paper changing an earlier stance
taken by CAS on the credit
system to be adopted in the
change to semesters.
On December 8, the E.C.S.
endorsed a standard three credit
block. This system has been up
for review since, and seems to
contain a few drawbacks.
As Don Williams noted in the
informal statement he made on
behalf of C.A.S. That the three
credit system would be too de
manding.
Under this system
students would be required to
take four classes for a full
time status.
This would also
mean the same number o f pre
sentations which the faculty
would have to prepare to be
considered full time.
Along with being easier to pre
pare indepth courses, the T.J.C.
faculty also endorsed the four
credit system because it gives

Congress Budgets Educational Funds
Nancy Hatton
FINANCIAL AIDS OFFICEPresident Carter w ill soon send
his proposed I979-80 higher edu
cation budget to Congress for
approval. That proposed budget
includes several cutbacks, includ
in g some in Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants, National
Direct Student
Loans,
and
Work Study.
Ken Fridsma, from Grand
Valleys Financial A id s office
estimates that about 50% of
GV'SC students receive some
form of financial aid. He stated,
however, that because Grand
Valley's programs are "Advanced
funded" they would not be af
fected until the I980-8I academic
year.
"The process is just beginning.
What Congress w ill do remains
to be seen; they may reinstate
some of the cuts," Fridsma said.
He further pointed out that
Congress traditionally increases
student aid over the President's
recommendation.
In the past
Nixon and Ford have done so.
If the cuts were made. Grand
Valley students would definitely

be affected. For many students,
cutting off of their financial
aid could mean the end of their
college careers.
Joshue Sisang, who works in
the games room, for example,
says that if his work study were
cut off he'd have to find a job
off campus. W ithout his BEOG
he could not attend school at
all.
Andrea Barry receives work
study, but also had to work
o ff campus last term to make
ends meet
Andrea said that
without
work
study
"th a t
would be it."
Susan Schroeder, who works
at the Laker Landing, S3ys that
she would be forced to look for
a job off campus if her work
study were cut off.
Another Laker Landing work
study employee, Mike Watters,
says that w ithout his student
loan he would probably not be
able to continue his schooling.
Mike summed it up for many
students when (speaking about
his work study) he stated sim
ply, "N o work No school."

them more time in classes to
create the intense experiences
they are after.
E.C.S. members were remind
ed o f the new "Key Policy" that
would require students to have a
Deans' approval before they
could be given keys to get in
somewhere. Those people who
already have keys would still be
allowed to come and go though.
A second statement following

the Nerds and Perceptions State
ment for a program that would
offer a masters in Criminal Just
ice is being expected for review
and recommendation by E.C.S.
The Children on Campus Pol
icy is presently being rewritten.
G.V.S.C. has already forward
ed its Institutional Plan to the
accredidation people at North
Central.
The plan w ill place emphasis
on the Institution as a whole, not
individual units. Strong empha
sis is being placed on having a
time table for the twenty-seven
recommendations
that
were

made (such as the 5 year plan).
When recommendations are
completed and the time tables
set, these will also be sent ahead
to North Central.
The fast
pace at which things are being
accomplished has so far kept
G.V.S.C. well ahead of sche
dule.
The Institutional PLan is to
be forwarded to the Deans’
offices, P.E.C. members. Plan
ning Board members, E.C.S.,
the Lanthom , Forum, and will
be on closed reserve in the li
brary.
Following
Planning Board
recommendations, the A ll Col
lege Faculty Governance Doc
ument needs clarification in
three areas. One area will deal
with the number of represen
tatives that w ill sit on E.C.S. and
A.C.A.S. Boards. Another area
is around what student repre
sentation on these Boards'
should be.
The composition
of Faculty Salary and Budget
Committee also needs review.

Lawrence to Leave

WGVC

by Donna Pisser
CHANNEL
35-Gordon
Lawrence, Station Manager of
Ch. 35 is leaving after 7 years
of service. As one of the people
responsible for starting WGVC,
Lawrence feels much has been
accomplished since its beginning
on
on Oct. 14, of 1970. To get the
station started a plant had to be
designed and tower built, staff
organized and funds acquired.
"Starting a station from scratch
is a major undertaking", said
Lawrence, and he feels " it could
not be what It is without student

participation." 90% o f the work
is done by "the students and
WGVC offers students interested
in the Television medium a
practical on the job training.
Additions to the station such
as a new mobil unit, video tape
machine, satellite receiving anten
na and a power increase to
1,000,000 watts has occured in
the last 7 years.Financial support
for these additions and the
maintance of the station come
from the school, a one half
million dollar grant from HEW,
and the annual auction Ch. 35
holds each year in April.
Area businesses supply the
material for the auction and it is
the largest media project in
Western Mich. Last year more
than 1,000 items were donated
and the station cleared over
$169,000, expecting only an in
come of $168,000. The year
before, 1976, the station took in
$55,000 again expecting a much
lower amount.
Lawrence has accepted the
position of Station Manager at
the U. of Mich. Flint, and Grand
Valley plans to advertise nationa!y to fill his vacated office._____

OMB's intent became public, a uOstar was part of the intense
nited from of education lobby pressure applied to the admin
ists pressured the U.S. Office of istration in the first two weeks of
Education into an appeal.
January.
He was joined by,
OMB wanted to end the Nat among others, Glenn Dumke,
ional Direct Student Loans pro head of the California state sys
gram entirely, and to cut fund tem, who described the OMB
ing fo r Basic Educational Oppor cuts as a " h it lis t"
tunity Grants (BEOGs) by 50
The lobbying culminated in an
percent Other federal aid pro early January meeting between
grams- including
Work Study, 14 education groups, led by the
SSIG's and librar aid--were to American Council on Educa
absorb the rest of the cuts.
tion's J.W. Peltason, and a con
The cuts would have, accord tingent from the U.S. Dept of
ing to Allan Ostar of the Amer Health, Education and Welfare,
ican Association of State Col led by U.S. Education Commis
leges and Universities, effectively sioner Ernest Boyer. Boyer went
auo
meant the end o f the Middle In " W i n U 1C I l l C C l I l i y U J -i—
U l C V^IVILi I U
come Student Assistance Act detail the appeal.
Congress passed in October. " I f
The result was a compro
(the budget cuts) are not rein mise Struck the dav Cnnnroec restated by President Carter or convened. The education budget
Congress," Ostar warned, “ all the President will send to Con
our hopes to aid middle-income gress includes a request for $3.6
college students are dashed."
billion for student aid programs.

ACAS Meeting

Committee Recomends Model
by Rich Gustavson
(MANITOU) On October 13, 1978, the G.V.S.C. Board of Control
accepted the Institutional Plan that was submitted to them by the
Planning Board, with the exception of two cases.

The one exception that has to do with structural changes in the
undergraduate/graduate programs, is to go up for A C. A. S. review
on Friday, January 26.
Under the auspices of effectively co-ordinating undergraduate/
graduate programs, two models have been proposed and researched
by the Graduate Study Committee.
Those two models, the "Integration" model and the "Improved
Co-ordination" model have, as stated in the preface to Section 2 of
the Institutional Plan, the following intentions:
At G.V.S.C., di
versity is not just a goal in itself; thus it is important that we not
create arbitrary barriers while maintaining appropriate unit auton
The BEOG will get $2.4 billion om y."
The "Integration" model will have the affect of centralizing
in 1979-80 if Congress approves,
undergraduate/graduate
study into a single unit. The "Improved
versus $2.6 billion this year. Col
coordination
"
model
would
have a single director, but still keep
lege library aid, which got $10
the
control
of
undergraduate/graduate
programs in G.V.S.C.'s
million this year, has been
seperate
units.
dropped, but money for graduate
The Graduate Study Committee, who drew up the document,
help is increased from $8 million
to $15 million. The TRIO pro- has sent to the E.C.S. the recommendation that the "Integration"
model be accepted. E.C.S., upon having reviewed the tw o positions,
y i ch •i w a d i c u u l c u
iu u n u v iiiilis sending the document to the A.C.A.S. with the recommendation
lion.
that
the "Improved Coordination" model be accepted.
Many of the education lobby
For
an undergraduate unit like T.J.C. the "Improved Ccrordina
ists, though, were happy to get
tio
n
"
model
seems to hold the most promise.
away with that much. For exam
T.J.C. students who have recently had trouble getting classes
pie, Frank Jacalone, chairman of
accepted for programs like the B.S.W., will find classes that are in
the United States Student As
keeping with their philosophies, being offered and accredited at
sociation (USSA), said he was
their
school.
pleased the "appaling cutback s
Students going into the field of teaching w ill also find it easier to
_____
*------M
___ a
I------— I.
jw iciic
wdb i i>en uj i uowv,
though he still thinks the BEOG get classes in Aiierrialive Education.
Most students fee! that the "Integrated" model will mean C.A.S.
program should be expanded.
control.
To education students, this would seem to mean less of a
The -----—
hi i rlnet
nnuu nnp<:
to Con
0
**— ~
choice
to
prepare themselves fo r the rapidly expanding held of
gress.
There, USSA lobbyists
Alternative
Education at secondary levels. Most of the feelings
Joel Packer sees "an uphill fig h t"
students
express
over this topic are due to their past experiences
to keep the hard-won compro
in cross registration.
mise intact

Carter’s 79-80 Education Budget
(CPS)-The first major battle over
Jimmy Carter's 1979 80 higher
education budget settled this
week into an uneasy truce be
tween administration officials
and education lobbying groups.
The debate, quietly raging since
last fall, has left college groups
happy with, of all things, a bud
get cu t
Before adjourning in October,
Congress approved increases in
federal higher education spend
ing. Since then, though. Pres
ident Carter's Office o f Manage
ment and Budget (MB), which is
responsible for preparing the en
tire federal budget the President
w ill present to Congress this
session, recommended massive
cuts in education spending
Student aid programs, worth
$3.9 billion in the 1978-79
school year, were to be reduced
by $1.4 billion. But when the
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by Dan Pavlides
• Western's prograrri is accredited
(Grand Valleyl-Grand Valley and GVSC's is not. Officials at
administrators feel that Westefp^ Grand'* Valley (claim- there are
Michigan University^ upcoming only miuor application changes
Master of Social Work program needed in their program to
will conflict with MSW graduate vault it to accreditation status.
program begun at Grand Valley
Though enrollment is down at
n Fall 1978. Western's program both Western and Grand Valley,
is scheduled to start Fall 1979 in 1% and 5.4% respectively, the
need fbr social workers is high
Grand Rapids.
Natalie Trager, director of According to Western's move,
GVSC's MSW program, thinks an MSW program based in Grand
the two programs overlap in dir Rapids, it appears there is an in
ection and application.
How creased need.
ever, she said to the Grand Rap
Representative Gary Owens
ids Press that she is "not afraid (D Ypsilahti) has indicated that
of a little competition."
Western could possibly be in for
When asked about meetings "bad relations in Lansing" by
between GVSC and Western, invading GVSC's social work
Trager said President Lubbers territory. He said it may hurt
and Western's president have Western at budget time. How
met "'several times" to discuss ever, since enrollment is vital in
the direction of the two pro determining
school
budgets,
grams. GVSC President Lubbers Owen f^ejs.. people are looking in
admitted he did not expect all dirScfiorts to ensure grants for
Western to start their program their colleges. "Declining enroll
until a year later. He has met ment i$; a factor,"he said. He
with a joint comrpittee .to de ■Jik'ened \ admicfistrators " t o
a
termine how to coordinate the "bunch o f ‘ little kids, looking
social work programs. "There under
rocks,
getting
older
is an umbrella committee of people, anybody, so that they
school officials and social ser can get statg money."
This
v;ce directors in the community seems to be a nation wide trend
that advise both colleges on the as baby boom students complete
needs and directions of social their college careers.
work programs in the tri county
At the moment, Western has
area."
the upper hand in the recruiting
The program director for So department because of accredi
cial Work at Western, John, tation status.
However, more
Flynn, said, "We have two very meetings are planned between
different programs." The big- administrators concerning future
gest difference and the one that plans for the two MSW programs.,
will affect students most is that

Living High On Capital Hill
by Richard Gustafson

as to have a transcript written up that included Senators who were
never there and questions and answers that never took place.
When this report complete with place, time and date reached
Congress, it proved too much , even for that stoic group and Dirk

For years the Congressional Referance Services (CRS) have
provided studies of legislation and analysis o f congressmen and
was Fired
senators.
CRS is just one of those many benefits incurred by our legis
CRS has even proved so prolific in the preperation o f papers
lators.
Every year 1.2 m illion is spent by taxpayers to provide
that they have gone on to write partisan speeches, ghost articles,
Congress
535 offices with two plants every other month.
entire books and have been even known to write term papers to
help the children o f congress through school.
64,000 requests for information were filled by CRS last year for
Congress has even solved the problen o f parking by voting
Congress' constituents.
themselves special liscences that allow them to park anywhere.
Some other areas that CRS has researched are the number of
Even in the face o f rising food costs Congress has been able to
humps that camels along the Suez have or even how many bicycle maintain eating habits fit for a king. Of course Filet o f Sole stuf
paths were built in 1974.
fed with crabmeat and shrimp that goes for $2.75 in the senate
Things went arwy fo r Appropriations Committee assistant dining room has alot to do w ith it.
Harley Dirk though when he got carried away with the way things
It's estimated that the house restaurants lose thousands a year
were done. It seems that when Dirk couldn't find any senators to and with other incidentals only costs taxpayers $8,000 a year for
hold a hearing he made one up. The Fictional hearing went as far each senator we help maintain the high life.

rHE STROH BREWERY C O M P A N Y , D ETROIT, M IC H IG A N <t 1*71

cl
.
. .t ;• i p n i'/i tuoy ?»'.
CAS- A new Dean. A new direc The Search committee is solicit
tion? GVSC gives you a choice. ing written comments and States
Well at least they'd like to hear that all replies are confidential,
from you.
do not recujir^ s ig n a tu re and
The Committee searching for a w ill be desjftoyed when finished.
new CAS Dean has narrowed the So segjd. J fo iir Comments to
original 130 applicants to fewer Verkes, 335 Loutit Hall by Feb.
than a dozen including the fob. 1st. lowing 4 CAS faculty members.
Prof. I ifcerkes, head of . the
Professor
Larry
Edwards, Search committee, stated that
music
department; Professor additional comments will be
Rodney Mulder, anthropology solicited w h ^ tb e v o th e r candi
and sociology department; CAS dates are brought in for students
Acting Dean Charles Sorenson ..and staff to talk to.
(history department); and Pro
Verkes said the committee
fessor Howard Stein, biology hopes to make its recommenda
department.
tion for the post by late April.
Recognize a candidate? Got The new dean would assume the
an opinion? Well. . . . express it-; position by the 1979 Fall term.
’ .1 . *'<
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How Would You Like A Job?
On-Campus
Several openings fo r work-study
students w ith typing and/or
clerical skills. $2.90/hour.
Off-Campus
Muskegon area work-study stu
dent needed for receptionist
job.
M-F, 4 :3 0 3 :3 0 p.m.
$2.90/hr.
Agency needs work-study stu
dent fo r clerical assistance in
Jenison area. $3.00/hr.
Program aides needed to work
in group homes for mentally
retarded in G.R. area-work
study students. $2.9O3.50/hr.
Individual is looking for some

A lternative

LifeStyle

one to clean apartment in G.R.
on Sats, between 10 a.m. and
2 p.m. $15.00.

Gas station attds. needed in
Jenison afternoons and even
ings $2.90/hr. Raise in 6 mos.

School in Wyoming is looking
for custodian beginning at 3:00
p.m. $3.00/hr.

Student with background in
chemistry needed as lab worker
in southwest G.R. 16-25 hr/wk.

Trucking line in southwest G.R.
needs an asst, dispatcher 6 p.m.
to midnight. $4.00/hr.

$3.40/hr.
Student with accounting back
ground needed to work in aud
iting office. Flex. hrs. daytime.
$3.00 to start

IBM computer Operator needed
at apt. complex in Wyoming.
M F, 3p.m. 8p.m. $3.00-3.50
to start.

If you are interested in any of
the above jobs, please stop by
or call the Student Employ
ment Referral Service in Seidman House 895-6611, ext238.

Sales driver need weekends to
deliver goods to Jrea stores.
Sat 26p.m .; Sun 9 5p.m.
$5.00/hr. Good driving record
necessary.

18 to 20 Year Olds
Now Able to Lease Cars

The ECKists, (derived from
Eckankar-an
ancient
Chinese
word fo r co-worker with God),
are a group of approximately
four m illion people around the
world who share experiences and
attempt to direct them towards
ever more expanding and higher
states.
Larry Rodger, a young man
originally from Ontario, has been
involved with Ekankar fo r three
years. He is holding a meeting
on February 19th to discuss the
possibilities o f the ECKist life
style.
Their two main goals are to
achieve self realization through
the consciousness o f the soul
plane, and to achieve total
awareness. Their living master,
Darwin Gross, works as a guide
away from the duality o f the
ego towards the more fufilling
and sublime realms of extended
consciousness.
Each individual
maintains a balance between this
and his daily life.

LANSING OFFICE OF THE ATTORNFY GENERAL-Automobi!e
leasing companies cannot refuse to lease vehicles to persons merely
because they are younger than 21, Attorney General Frank J. Kelley
said today in Opinion No. 5423.
Responding to a question from State Representative Perry Bullard,
the Attorney General said that enactment of the E lliott Larsen Civil
Rights A ct in 1976 overrides earlier opinions, statutes or laws which
specified that auto leasing companies are not obligated to contract
vehicles to persons under 21.
Those earlier statutes and laws enabled auto leasing companies to
refuse leasing vehicles to people between 18 and 20 mainly because
leasing automobiles was not considered to be a public accomoda
tion.
The E llio tt Larsen Civil Rights Act, however, specifies that neither
persons nor businesses can discriminate on the basis o f age. Further
more, in 1976,- the term "Place of public accomodation" was inter
preted to include transportation facility.
An automobile leasing agency is clearly a "business" and "trans
portation fa c ility " whose "goods" and "services" are "extended,
offered, sold, or otherwise made available to the public." It is,
therefore, a "place of public accommodation," Kelley said.
" I t is therefore my opinion that automobile leasing companies
are prohibited from refusing to lease automobiles to persons be
tween the ages of 18 to 21 solely because of their age," Kelley said.

CIEE—Hundreds o f U.S. stu
dents w ill find jobs in France,
Ireland, Great Britain, and New
Zealand this summer through
the WORK ABROAD program
sponsored by the Council on
International Educational Ex
change (CIEE). For the past
10 years, this popular program
has provided students w ith the
direct experience o f living and
working in another country
and, at the same time, helped
them reduce the cost of their
trip.
The WORK ABROAD
program virtually eliminates the
red tape that students faced
in the past when they wanted
to work overseas.
Participants must find their

own jobs but will have the help
o f cooperating student travel
organizations in each country.
In France they may work dur
ing the summer; in Great Bri
tain they may work at any time
o f the year for up to six
months; in Ireland they may
work for up to four months;
in New Zealand they may work
for up to six months if they
arrive between May 1 and
October 31.
The jobs are usually - un
skilled— in factories, depart
ment stores, hotels, etc. Salar
ies are low, but students gener
ally earn enough to pay for
their room and board wniie
they work. A typical job would

Group
Programs
Starting
Counseling Center Group Pro*
grams are starting:
CAREER
EXPLORATION Group 1, Mon.,
Feb. 5, 3-5; CAREERS for
MINORITY STUDENTS Wed.,
Jan.31, 2-4; MANAGING DE
PRESSION' Tues., Jan. 30, 3-6,*
TEST ANXIETY REDUCTION,
Thrus., Jan. 25, 3-5; ELIM IN 
ATING SELF-DEFEATING BE
HAVIOR for WOMEN, Mon.,
Jan. 29, 3-5; and GESTALT
PtRsONAL GROUP (ongoing),
Weds., 46.
SIGN UP at 152
COMMONS, e x t 266.

ON THE BEAT

\

Campus police are investigat
ing a series of false fire alarms
that have plagued the Residence
Halls since early last week. On
Sunday, January 21, K iftle r
Residents were awakened twice,
at 2:00 am and again at 4:00 am.
Police advise that anyone found
tampering with the fire alarm
can face a possible I year ja il
term and a $1,00(100 fine.

PageS
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(C fS )-A fter a leng affort, tha
United States has davaioped a
chsmteal-“ axtraot o f Oranga
p a a r'-to mix with the pvaquat
now being sprayed on Mexican
marijuana fie ld * The foul-w el
ling wbetance would, according
to theory, help conlumen deter
mine if their marijuana had been
contaminated by paraquat
According to Zodiac Newt
Service, Or. ;W jM t* Oentritr Of
tha U.S. Dept o f Agriculture
Mid tha contaminated got.would
start mMUlinS ps * a n at It was
heated or bumad H w ill Mart

with Jim Cubberiey

SAFETY & SECURITY-Campus
police have found their thief.
Police investigations ware suc
cessful in uncovering tha parson
responsible for four missing car
batteries from dorm parking
lots Cf and D during Fall term.
Total restitution will be made to
the four victims.
Those who filed a com plaint,
contact the campus police this
week.

t , ’A *• 1**
■t * • / ••L
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emailing, that is, if the paraquat-laced p tit makes it to the
consumer W ithin six weeks of be
ing ip ra ye it
Thet het the Netional Orga
nisation fo r the Reform of Mar
ijuana Laws (NORML) worried.
N 0R M L estimates some mari
juana is stored for months be
fore .it is ultim ately sold to conlum er* In such cases, the new
odor
chemical
would
not
work, and the consumer, says
N 0R M L, could not tell if the
marijuana in question carried
tracat of paraquat.

* •. '

Shovel YourRoof
by Jim Cubberiy
SAFETY * SECURITY'- Craeek. If you hear this sound in your
home, run, w ith f iu r Rnwat te the roof and dig. 40-50 roofs in
southwestern Michigan have collapsed because of snow
and forceatt o f continued snowing w ill increase tha collapse hazard.
Most victims of coliapss have bain large buildings with long spans,
low pitched or fia t roofs.
Especially susceptible to collapse are
warehouse* bams, garage* porcha* and greenhouses.
Kent County A irport reports 2fc It* per square fo o t This is one of
the heaviest plow packs ever reported in tha Grand Rapids area. Loceticns near -Lake Michigan, ilka Lpdington, bear the brunt of
storm * They report up to 40 lb * par square fo o t
Blowing and drifting snow it a major problem fo r roofs and side
section* Roofs with valleys and Sktewalls are extremely vulnerable
to drifting mow. Ansa drifts are tangingfrom 3 to 8 feet
If you sao tha m ow piling Up On'your roof, remove it before it
makes Itself comfortetole, in your living room.

Students Find Jobs In Other Countrys

be that of chambermaid in
a hotel in London's West End.
But last summer one enter
prising student found work as
an apprentice jockey for one of
Ireland's racing stables.
To qualify for CIEE's pro
gram, students must be between
the ages of 18 and 30 and must
be able to prove their student
status. To work in France, they
must be able to speak and
understand French.
For more information and ap- •
plication forms, contact CIEE,
Dept PR WA, 777 United Na
tions Plaza, New York, New
York 10010; or 236 North
Santa Cruz 314, Los Gatos,
California 95030.

G V L PARTY STORE

Down wear
— Vests
— Jackets
—Parkas
—Ski Sweaters
—Cross Country
Skis

v .v .w w \\

e3J[e M

Liquor
Beer & Wine
Groceries & Party Needs

Generous Discount on Large Parties
5 or More Kegs
k e g s a l w a y s a v a il a b l e
This Areas only Complete Party Store
Hrs. 9 11:30 Weekdays 9:30 12:00 Sat
895-6895
-

-

4yoJ LAuie truuugun unve
v

* •
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West Michigans
Largest Stock of
Downwear.
$150,000 Sale

This week Only. First Come First Serve
Downery I
25 Squires st
Rockford

Downery It
‘ Downerylll
729 44®' at S£. 3701 S. West
Grand Rapids
, nedge
Kalamazoo

HOURS: Sun; 12-5 aeon-Set10:30-7.30
«r i -*1

.r.-r

♦ •+
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Apology “Unprecedented”:

Kent State
Claims
Settled

KENT, OH (CPS)—“ Do you think I'm going to touch that blood
money? Would that pay for my child's life? I'm going to give it

Not Enough Room For Students In Dorms
Washington, D.C. (CPS) You
pack your bags for school, land
on campus, and discover that
dorm space, once assured, is now
in doubt After waiting in limbo
during registration week, you
find yourself crammed into a
dorm room with two other
people.
One reason is that colleges and
universities expect enrollment to
decline through the next I0I2
years.
They're reluctant to
build expensive dormitories to
relieve the current crowding be
cause those very same new dorm
rooms may be empty by the
time they're complete. Because
of construction costs and current
high mortgage rates, though, the
schools would still have to pay
for those new rooms.

■way if I get it." .
Thu* spoke a mother of one of the Kent State University students
killed at an anti war rally in 1970. The “ blood money isS675,000,
Settlement damages which the families of the four slain students and
the nine wounded w ill share.
Awarded on Jan. 4, the settlement brings to a conclusion eight
yavs of court battles. The first civil suit was attempted shortly after
the May 4, 1970 incident in which National Guard troops shot a
13-second volley of gunfire at hundreds of demonstrating students.
A t that time, lawyers for the parents and wounded students tried to
bring *uit against Ohio Governor James Rhodes, former KSU pres
dant White, and National Guard officers and enlisted men. The
Courts ruled that “ sovereign im m unity" prevented such suits—that Mary Boyle
the state connot be held liable for its actions.
Meanwhile, both state and federal criminal trials were held. In DORMS- Kistler, Copeland and
September, 1970. a Special Ohio Grand Jury issued a report that Robinson are popular Winter
pieced primary responsibility on KSU administration, and also on '79. The highest percentage of
faculty and students. The Grand Jury issued indictments against the occupancy for any winter term
in the history of Grand Valley
"K e n t 25," who were mostly students.
The following year, though, U.S. District Judge William Thomas State Colleges proves this point.
ordered the report "expunged" because of irreparable damage to the Currently, the resident halls are
There are eightyrights of the accused. A trial of the "K e n t 25“ resulted in three 98% filled.
guilty verdicts, one aquittal, and a dismissal of charges against the five more students in the dorms
this term than last winter and
remaining defendants.
A federal grand jury in 1974 indicted eight Guardsmen for “ will
fu lly violating'' the rights of the dead and wounded students. But
' nine months later. U.S. District Judge Frank Battisti dismissed
charges against the Guardsmen. Thus ended the criminal trials.
Finally, in April, 1974, the U.S. Supreme C o u rt unanimously ruled
that "sovereign im m unity" is "n o t absolute, but qualified, allowing
the parents and students to file suit. The trial, in which plaintiffs
asked for $46 million in damages, resulted in a 9-3 federal court de
cision against parents and students on all issues.
However, ■ retrial was ordered and granted in September, 1977, on
b a iii of several irregularities, including Judge Don J. Young s pre
judicial charges to the jury, and threats made against one ol the
juniors.

students, but found that its
dorm space was fille d earlier
The squeeze in Ithaca and in the year than ever before.
Housing specialists are count
other college towns tightened
during the 1977 78 school year ing on some broad social trends
because enrollment temporarily to eventually ease the dom
increased. All told, there was a space problem A spokesman tor

the American Association of
State UoMmjes and Universities
notes that the enrollment pool
is chan gin g, that fi■ashmen will
smaller per
be a ;»rnaHer an
centaqr’ 0 f the w! loin student
body Su rveys hav* r shown that
older stuHlerits or p still no t at
trarted to dor mb' >ri<es, prefe n ing
As the
o ff r am|>U!> luxis mej.
aver age .KJIe of th itudent body
increase‘S, then. th e spoci;ilists
ickenuu demand for
see a
)3
C
(
dorm s|
n that in ay not help
Yet
if the p n p -rgy cri SIS gets worse,
1 lie AASCU
or ever • Persists
worries th; it gas ron on ing or the
gas
menease in
con tinu ing
ay
p< •rsiuarle
more
prices
"o ld e r" sindents to live on
on
to
e<:onomize
campus
transpoi11at ion costs.

only six students less than the a nationwide college trend of
returning to dorm life
The
fall of I977.
designation of Copeland as an
Dennis Batt, GVSC Housing upper class dorm and Robinson
Director,
believes there are as a quiet dorm has also attracted
several factors involved in stu more students.
This term, dorm students will
dent migration to resident halls.
Some commuters have moved be able to take advantage of
planned
programs
into the dorms rather than battle different
Batt, and the
the snow and the oftentimes and activities.
hazardous roads.
Other stu resident staff along with Jeff
dents, Batt said, are following Brown of Student Activities and

Ron Cl.itk of Intramural Activi
ties have lx;en working together
to design programs for dorm
residents
In tins way, Batt
‘.'.late, 'students will have the
chance to participate in recre
ational,
athletic, and social
A t this time, dorm
staff and students are getting
ready foi and looking forward to
the Winter Carnival which will
take place January 29 February 3

But the other major reason for
the continuing shortage is root
ed in federal policy, set in the
sixties, that contributes federal
funds for classroom space only.
The result is that some schools
have employed creative means to
get around the federal policy.
Ithaca College in New York, for
example, ripped the living spaces
out of several dorm buildings,
several stories high, and convert
ed them into classroom space so
the buildings could qualify for
subsidies under government aid
programs. There is, as the result,
a shortage of dorm space on the
campus.

four percent enrollment increasi
last year. With inflation making
dorm fees more attractive in
comparison to off campus hous
ing costs, however, waiting lists
grew even longer. In the fall of
I978, UCLA, for example still
had 2500 students on its dorm
waiting list after all dorm space
was assigned. At nearby Occi
dental College, demand for dorr
space tripled from I977 to I978
More typically, Oakland IJniver
sity in Michigan has whittled its
waiting list to a handful" of

Kistler, Copeland, Robinson, Packed!

D IN IN G &
D A N C IN G

During pretrial hearings in November, 1978, Judge William Thomas
denied a motion to dismiss.Governor Rhodes from the suit because
of his "qualified im m unity" as public figure, and also denied the dis
missal of National Guard Captain James Snyder. The plaintiffs were
granted a request that the dollar figure be removed.
A mid-December out of court offer of $675,000 was quashed by
the Oh io Controlling Board, which refused to appropriate the mon
»y. But a second settlement offer of the same amount was agreed
jpon by attorneys on both sides.
In awarding the sum. Judge Thomas stated that "we deeply regret
those events and are profoundly saddened by the deaths of four
students and the wounding of nine others which resulted ..
An apology was "unprecedented," said Sanford Rosen, chief at
torney for the plaintiffs, and added that "we got everything we asked
fo r." Rosen was disappointed, though, that the defendants contin
uad to deny any liability.
The parents of the victims and the wounded plaintiffs each received
from $15,000 to $42,500. Dean Kahler, who was paralysed for life
from his wound, received $350,000.
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SCIENCE FICTION -PULP&

c o n ic (300KS
OLD ROOKS- MAGAZINES-

MO n -S A T i i JO-yoo
TUtS U 30-9SOO

Super disco & top 40 for your
listening & dancing pleasure

- F e a tu r in g -

The Disco S ounds of

ROADHOUSE

Jan. 24-27
Jan. 31 - Feb. 3
Feb. 7 - Feb. 10

Attention IX-20 Year olds Olds,

Try our Moonshiner Lounge I ri.&Sat. Nights
No Booze Available but a V ariety of Pop & 1 ood
P 00I& Fooshall Tables Also Available
8 miles
45

CAMPUS VIEW APTS. PRESENTS •’
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Horsefeather
the best of country & bluegrass
Stillwater
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Reeve is the Perfect
Superman

Second
R
City Comes
to Kazoo

by Linda Merlotti
"Superman" wasn't nearly as bad as I expected. I hate
fantasy films, and films w ith the kind of budget that " Sup
erman" had are immoral. But "Superman" has a charm that
neither "Star Wars " nor "Close Encounters o f the Third
K ind" possessed. "Superman" doesn't take itself as serious
ly as either o f the two movies mentioned, and that is it's
saving grace. That, and Christopher Reeve. Casting can make
or break even the best film , so using Reeve was a stroke of
genius. He's the perfect Superman. He's got the good looks,
the body and he can act. As the bumbling hick, Clark
Kent, he is excellent, but Reeve really comes to life when he
puts on the cape. This Superman has a sense o f humor,
compassion, and is a downright nice guy, the kind mother
would be proud of.
Margot Kidder, another stroke of casting genius, brings to
Lois Lane a cynicism that is healthy as well as realistic.
She is shocked when Kent uses the word "swell” and has
to ask Superman if he eats.
The relationship the two of them build is the high point
of the film . There is a sophistication present that wasn t
there in the comics. There is also plenty o f sexual innuendo,
and Superman can and does see through Lane's clothes. The
two o f the actually make it to bed, but that's in the se
quel
It's when the bad guys come in that the script gets lame.
Although Gene Hackman plays his character (Lex Luther)
for laughs, and gets them, there is too much heavy handed
hokey "Good vs. Eveel" kind o f trash. Luther's scam is to
buy up all kinds of worthless desert land and then blow
California o ff o f the map in order to make a killing in real
estate. Which is somewhat on par w ith the old " Batman"
series, sans the camp.
Marlon Brando gets top billing as Jor-EI, Superman's fath
er, as well he might since he was paid 3.2 m illion dollars for
about ten minutes of screen time. He doesn't really need
to act because the surrounding city of Krypton is fantastic.
It's shown as a futuristic, geometric conglomeration of crys
tals.
The architecture is sufficiently distracting so that
you don't notice Brando's lack o f acting.
The special effects are dazzling. The flying, which is sup
posed to be very realistic, wasn't. Because o f all o f the hype
on how good it is, I was watching it closely, and it still
looked fake.
Fantasy films ask you to suspend your disbelief. That is
almost impossible for me, but "Superman" did the next best
thing. It made me want to believe. So bring on "Star Trek .
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KALAMAZOO Come to see
"the closest thing to Saturday
Night Live to be seen o ff the
television screen." Secondi
City, whose alumni includes
John Belushi, Gilda Radner
and Dan Akroyd, will be
brought to Western Michigan
University
in
Kalamazoo,
Monday, February 5, at 8:00
p.m. in the University Student
Center. Tickets are available
at Miller auditorium Ticket
office. $2.50 for students and
$3.50 for the general public.
There will be no reserved
seats.

St. Judes Gets a Kick
by Alan Sherman
Kevin Minear our WSRX morning disc jockey is kicking o ff a
month long fund raising drive with his morning program. St. Judes
Childrens Hospital in Memphis , Tenn. is getting the proceeds from
Kevin's program which include regulars like Mr. Rogers and Mr.
Science, a misguided educator with information topics such as "How
to Hot Wire a School Bus".
The program also includes surprise
guests, Danny Thomas? Don Ho? and others.
St. Judes was created in 1962 by Danny Thomas who is also its
President and continually supports St.Judes'sefforts to remain a free
hospital. That's right, no charge!
Children (under 18) with "catastrophic" illnesses like cancer, luekemia, sickle cell etc... are brought in for diagnosis and treatment.
The hospital pays for transportation and lodgingduring the diag
nostic period and all treatment then and thereafter. Although the
diagnostic stay is generally ahout a week, prolonged treatments such
as chemotherapy require a continuous cash tlow of approximatiy
$22,000 per child.
Add to this the fact that the 48 bed hospital treats as many pa
tients as a traditional 650 bed hospital and you have a budget that
requires about $56,000 a day to continue treatment and research.
Where does all that money come from? Well, Danny Thomas sup
plies money from his foundations and provides support for the local
telethons and fund raisings. Which is where you and I come in.
Kevin's morning program on WSRX is just the beginning; a benefit
dance is on the agenda and a challenge has issued forth from SRX to
the dorms. Can they raise $1000? Who gets the trophy?
Rumor has it that Robinson Hall has got it together. Cindy Vandenbelt bets on Copeland and Nancy Hatton feels Kistler's got the
energy , but can they get it together7
On March 4 the trophy will be presented on theSid Lido Show, a
live talk show from Louis Armstrong Theatre.
Stay tuned to WSRX for more details and contact Kevin at 8954239 if you're interested in volunteer work.

“The Jam” is Good and
Getting Better
by Steven Aldrich

Paul Weller is becoming one of the finest talents of this half of the decade. Weller's band, The Jam,
have been responsible for much of the best music to have emerged from the British New Wave.
_
.
. . , backlash from the British Music Press, The Jam has always been somewhat out
f steTw ith' the rest'of the New Wave. While trendier groups like The Clash, Souxsie and The Ban
°h es. and Tom Rcjinson perform benefits for "Rock Against Racisim ", The Jam has endorsed con
servatve politic
The band seems locked in a mod era time warp, destined to be the only true heirs
leoacv of H e Who, Small Faces, and Creation.
Th Jam beqan js a quartet in 1974, two years prior to the formation of the Sex Pistols. The depar
th « r sinoer left bassist Bruce Foxton, drummer Rick Buckler, along with guitarist/songwriter
*Jr* °
^ th o u
strong lead voice. The Jam's firs, album was released at the height of Punk
M "rk irn a *1976 While it was an uneven effort, the album contained a pair of classics in the title
C itv " and "A w ay From the Numbers", a song amazingly faithful to Pete Townsher.d's
tr * * '
i
Th '
j album "T h is is the Modem W orld" showed remarkable development and
provecTdiat the best o f the first LP was to become the standard fo r Weller's w riting
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Wanted:
Poetry
(National Poetry Press)—The Col
lege Poetry Review wants po
etry. Students attending either
junior or senior college are eli
gible to submit their verse.
There is no limitation as to form
or verse. Shorter works are pre
ferred because o f space lim ita
tions.
Each poem must be typed or
printed on a separate sheet and
must have name and home ad
dress o f student and college ad
dress too.
Entrants should also submit
name o f English instructor.
Ciosing date for wuHiiam ii of
manuscripts is February 15.
Office o f the Press
National Poetry Press
Agoura, Ca. 91301

Second City is an improvisational theater group from
Chicago. Profound topics like
love, daeth, money politics
and psychology form the bases
of the satire in scenes that ex
plore contemporary behavior
and manners. Without sets,
and employing only a few
hand props and improvised
costumes, the actors create a
complete world of humor and
satire.
The Second City began in
1951 as "TheCompas Players"
formed at the University of
Chicago. Its rebirth as Second
City was in 1959. Second
City has established a recog
nizable style for itself across
the country. It is highly re
guarded by stage and TV pro
ducers and directors as a train
ing ground for new talent. In
a similar way Second City's
regular theater audiences have
come to depend upon it for a
unique brand o f entertain
ment.
Second City has also pre
sented their comedy scenes in
TV specials in New York,
Chicago and Toronto. Cur
rently Second City is featured
in a syndicated TV weekly
half-hour series on 55 TV
stations across the country.

Second
Space
Delights
by Pat Kay
"Take Ten," billed as a mus
ical entertainment break is exact
ly as it says. It is an hour and a
half of pure singing and dancing
delight. The dancers are on cue
and the voices bright.
In some dance numbers, it
looked like the stage wasn't
quite big enough with the danc
er's arms hitting the side walls,
but the interference was quick
ly forgotton by their continuino performance.
Liz Dykhouse Vaccaro and her
strong voice filled the little
theatre and captured the aud
ience with her very convincing
number of " You Said You Lov
ed Me or Am I Just Losing My
M ind." The other ten members
and their twenty two numbers
are equally well done.
The lighting was perfect, en
hancing an evening o f ■»«»«
lous musical entertainm ent.
The show w ill run Thursday,
Friday and Saturday through
3. at 8:00 p.m.

Febuarv

by Paul Donnan
Is there a doctor in the house?
I've just punctured my left ringfinger with my fancy fountain
pen.
I'm bleeding purple.
I
don't like the looks o f this. I
hope I remembered my bluecross card. The things I endure
in the name of pseudo-journa
lism.
It seems to me that I left off
last week somewhere in the vici
nity of Naples, but I don't re
member. So why don't you pull
last weeks issue out o f the litter
box and check for me.
Well there I was in downtown
Naples, automatic traffic lights
and everything. Wow. What I
need now is a nice stretch of
open highway, something to
keep me from falling asleep at
the handlebars.
The Esso map shows the Ever
glades are straight ahead, right
between two blobs of grease.
Sounds perfect, I'm in no hurry.
I don't have to return to Tampa
fo r a couple weeks to meet Mark.
What the hell, I'll bungle in the
jungle and poach alligators.
And it was just like I pictured
it.
Open highway, unspoiled
scenery, no gas stations, bill
boards, tra ffic—or cops. Hmm,
should I chance it? Ya why not,
go for the gusto. The hated fret--';
met goes in the backpack <•and J
on go the aviatorv'Jtunglasses,
stretch out on the pegs and open
the throttle to 80. This is para
dise.
A lot of you may not under
stand that, but most bikers live
for a ride like this. Forget about
lounging on that sofa/front seat,
peering through your cinerama
windshield. Gimme the wind in
my hair and the bugs in my
teeth anytime.
There's something about a ride
like this that lends itself to
"m editation." I don't mean like
Yoga; twisting yourself into a
pretzel or chanting incantations
or any of that other hocum
It's something really simple.
It's like walking around looking
at the sky while everyone else
seems to be looking at their
shoes. It just gives you a differ 
ent view o f things.
You probably think I'm crazy.
Just con someone into loaning
you their bike for ar. afternoon.
You'll see. The first time you
lean into a sharp curve and feel
yourself leaning with the bike
and looking sideways at the
world, you'll understand.
I could go on and on, but
there's really no point in that.
In due time I wandered back
to Tampa, sat my b utt in the
hot tub and waited fo r Mark to
show.
We're ready to get back on the
road now, so I guess this w ill be
coming to you from North Flori
da or Alabama or Swamp City
or something, providing I don't
get blood poisoning before then.
I think I'm gonna save these
purple band-aids.
If I ever
luck out and make it as a writer
I'll frame them and tell every
one I owe ft all to the intoxi
cating properties o f Sheaffer
r w o ^ i i ir w K l * i a

in i/

Hast a la vista.
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THORN was ostracized by her peers because "THE LANTHORN
was not the William James paper."
I am not picking on WJC but most of the flack seems to be coming
from that college this year; as most of the flack last year came from
CAS because Craig Vaughn was a TJC student and espoused a liberal
philosophy.
No matter what type o f newspaper is published, it w ill offend
someone, even blandness Is offensive.
A book could be written using complaint letters to THE LAN-

LANTHORN
EDITORIAL
by Jerry Masel

It has long been an unwritten rule at THE LANTHORN not to THORN about how bad the editors were. However, records of LAN
answer letters of detractors, having the last word and all.
THORN Alums speak for themselves. Just look at the local scene,
Perhans the time has come to amend that unwritten law since not counting other papers than THE GRAND RAPIDS PRESS' One
p
t I t
a
03,1 count Ed Hoogterp, Mary Kramer and Doug Guthrie; all past
PrThosentwVho Tre unhappy with THE LANTHORN this year would LANTHORN editors. Not to mention former LANTHORN sports
have been unhappy tw o and three years ago and those unhappy with editor Corky M.enecke and Dan Neilson. Writers Tom Radamacher
last year's LAN TH O R N would have been unhappy with THE LAN and Russ Ikerd are from THE LANTHORN, too And let us not for
THORN of 1970. You can't please all the people all the time, get award winner photographer Rex D. Larsen.
(Excuse that lousy cliche).
Not a bad record for a bad paper, is it?
The problem lies not in the staff or the Editor of THE LAN
THORN; each of us (Editors) feels we're doing the best job ever.
The problem lies in the diversity of the campus philosophy and in 
terest.
All campuses have different ranges of interest but we are unique
in that lines are drawn by the colleges; each has a different philo
sophy.
THE LANTHORN as its predecessors, the Keystone and Valleyview, has always had the problem of continuity because of the lack
of faculty involement in the learning process.
As long as THE LANTHORN is a student newspaper the problem
of an amateue newspaper run by amateurs w ill exist. When faculty
or administration take over, we no longer have a ' student newpaper. Which would you prefer?
The problem lies in intercollege jealousies, inter college philo
sophical differences, and inter college interests and goal differentials.
Last term a William James College student reported for THE LAN

Jerry—
You printed in your editorial
about the Senate what I fjeel is a
very severe misconception about
something tljat happened last
spring.
It involved things that
you don't know about, and had
nothing to do with 40 year type
writers being donated to the
campus ministry. What amuses
me is that in the same sentence
you tell people to get their facts
) straight lest they face a libel suit.
‘ Your facts are not straight. In
fact, I don't really^know where
they came from. I talked to the
ministry this morning, and they
■agree with me. I would apprec<iate it if you would print in the
next paper, where people would
see it, that you were wrong, and
that you apologize.
! Jerry, I too, have problems
with the Senate, but I would like
to think that my criticism was
somewhat valid and the way I
Jhandled it somewhat construc
tiv e .
I think you have some
[problems, especially in your role
!as editor, that need to be adj dressed soon. I hope to talk to
(you...
Jason A. Schneider
458-2089
Dear Editor:
I am w riting in response to (of
course) the two editorials in the
January 18th edition of the
LANTHORN. Just to clear the
air a bit, I think it is necessary to
correct a few mistakes written
both by Jerry Masel and Steve
Verburg.
I know that the re
sponses to Maces' Editorial will
bring alot o f feedback and cor
rection; but I'm not sure how
many people noticed the mis
takes in Steve's (besides the
typo's). In both cases the Stu
dent Senate has been misrepre
sented, and our actions mis
tated.
In the first paragraph of the
second column o f Steve's article
it is stated that the "senate
balked at length at the idea of
endorsing the petition and send
ing i t on to President Lubbers,'"

the truth is that the Senate had
already endorsed the petitions
back in November. The balking
(I would call rather a debate) as
to whether we should send a let
ter along with the petitions to
President Lubbers, and if so,
what should we say in it. (The
cabinet is now in the process of
drafting the letter).
In the following paragraph he
states,"The petition, with its
1500 signatures, asked that
Grand Valley not switch from
terms to semesters." Actually,
the petition calls for a referen
dum so students can get more
information on the pros and cons
of switching and to give more in
put
In Mace's article, to correct it
misquote by misquote would
take up at least 6 pages seeing
how every paragraph is untrue.
What I feel is most important
is in paragraph 5. "N o monies
are/or have been set aside for
buses to demonstrations, the
state senate. . . " and so on. Mon
ies are given only to registered
student organizations-with your
organization receiving one of the
top allocations for the year--(and
in the past) and the only buses
going to anywhere are to football
games and basketball games.
As far as "60's activism, long
hair, tom blue jeans, and army
jackets" ! quote from Henry
David Thoreau-"Beware of occu
pations. that
require
new
clothes."
I always believed the
old adage that "you can't judge
a book by its cover." And if
people didn't really believe in
that, where wou Id you be today?
Thank You,
Margaret Bum

Dear Editor.
It's not very often that the
readers of the LANTHORN get a
chance to read good satire. Although sjcH W2S ths csss irs !sst
weeks editorial by Jerry Masel.
The article, while offensive to
some people, seems to have been

written in the grand tradition of made by the plow? If this is
high sounding humoristic rhetor not done at least for the con
jc
venience of the hundreds living
For those who follow campus there, then at least for their
activities this becomes evident safety.
when under the pretense of tel
0 ° another note, the apart
ling the Senate to get their facts ments are apparently repeating
straight, Jerry gets every one of winter term 78, as approximhis wrong. The "good job done" atelV 32 of the units in the
on outdoor activities was done complex are sustaining leakage
by Recreation (not Programm- f rom the walls and ceilings
ing). The busses to go to the Nu resuitiny in uienched floors and
clear Power demonstrations were cnaking the carpeting nothing
to be funded out of the pockets more
than
a wall-to-wall
of the students involved. Also, sponge.
those going were going with the ^ h is 's c*ue' ' was informed, to
knowledge that protest has his- an excessive amount of snow on
torically been an effective tool of ^ e roof. But this is only half
the educated. In some circles a tme, for an accurate assessment
protest is called a rally and I am of the damage can be attributed
sure the next "support Milliken to the shoddy construction,
campaign" that takes place won't poor engineering, and the emphbe called "anti-establishment."
asis that the Colleges placed on
A ll in all, the points Jerry swift completion of, rather than
made were, it seems, made just the quality of,the Ravines,
to state the opposite of what In the three weeks that the
they really were. Of course the Colleges have been made aware
LANTHORN may have opened of the problem existing in the
itself up to alot o f criticism from Ravines, little, if anything, has
people who, up to now, haven't been done in an effort to allevhad much to say. B u t h e a lth y 'ate the situation. Those apartfeedback has always had the ef- merits known to be taking in
feet of bringing the issues out in- water have recieved memos
to the open.
informing the residents that
Oh yes, about the blue jeans steps have been taken, although
and long hair judgement passed the Personnel seeing the apartin the editorial. . . I don't think ™nts say that nothing can be
it was meant to be serious. Afterdone, and that we have to grin
all alot of us longhairs do w o rk and bear it.
for the LANTHORN and hold In conclusion-the situation
responsible positions all around here at the Ravines has gone becampus. For me its been a sym yond the point of humor to
bol that I don't belong to the ap that of irony, and it can truly
athetic masses (60's designation be said that Grand Valley offers
of course) and I've always been not only housing cheaply, but
abie to find myself accepted. housing that is cheap.
Keep the pot stirring Jerry.
Sincerely,
Richard L. Gustafson Paul Connolly
Chairperson
Student Dennis Richard Ravines
Senate Appointments
Dear Editor
Committee.

e d it o r ia l

VIEW POINT
by Steve Verberg
The following is a reprint of an editorial by Steve Verbvrg. It is be
ing run again this week because of a production error last week.
t One student senator told Mark it was doubtful anyone had ever
collected so many signatures for anything at GVSC...
The petition, with its 1500 signatures, asked for a referendum on
the switch to semesters set to occure in 1980.
Thinking the senate was a body which would represent student's
wishes to the administration, Mark asked them to do just that:
present the petition to Lubbers.
They finally acquiesced, but only after running Mark through
a rhetorical wringer.
They said that since the Board of Control had already passed the
"semester switch", Lubbers would reject the petition. (Woe is the
day when mere students question decisions made by the BOC in the
holy sanctity of the Multi-Purpose Room.)
The Senate also pointed out that students were indeed involved
in the decision to switch during last year's All Colleges Academic
Senate (ACAS) hearings.
It is regretable that anyone, especially the Senate, gives more
weight to a faculty-administration committee which includes a hand
ful o f students, than to the signatures of 1500 students.
It is ridiculous to draw any other conclusion than that the qual
ity of existing student influence on college policy is inadequate in
general and the ACAS recommendation to switch was based too little
on student input.
In other words, if students had been heard in ACAS, they
wouldn't need to be heard now.
As for the Student Senate, they should concern themselves with
representing students needs to the administration rather than vice
versa.

)

EDITORIAL
PERSPECTIVE
byTom ‘Bear’ Makakchuck
(c irc u la tio n m ngr.)

In November Michigan voters lar fine, period.
Amazing isn't it? I bet I know
decided that 18-20 year olds
you're
thinking—Why
would no longer be able to leg what
couldn't
that
happen
here? Well,
ally drink alcoholic beverages.
It w ill take
Voices of disappointment and why couldn't it?
anger were heard by all members time and effort, but isn't that
of that age bracket. The outcry better than sitting around and
worsened when the penalties fo r complaining?
Now, what can
violating the new policy were you do about it?
Go to the
announced. First time offend- Campus Center Friday. There
ers: $25, second time $50, third will be a table and a petition
time $100 and rehabilitation saying you want the $5 fine,
training classes.
$ign it. It w ill be presented to
Now, I find it ridiculous for the dean o f Student Life. Next,
someone to be fined $100 just register to vete, right in Allenbecause one happened to be dale.
drinking a glass of Tickle Pink
GVSC is 54% o f Allendales
or a can o f Miller Lite and hap- population. This is too big of a
pened to be under 21 years old. voting block to ignore. If all elEspecially when prior to Decern- jgble 18 year olds registered and
ber one could do so legally.
jt would make
a difference.
Come to find out powers at j h i s js a second chance for those
Ann Arbor, East Lansing and De- 0f you who didn't vote the first
tro it (a large city not noted for t jme Redeem yourself. I don't
its colleges) agree with me. They |^n0w if this w ill succeed. But
decided to do something about jf jt does jt w j|| be worth the
it. That something is: a five dol- tjme and ef f o rt.

It was a drippin' and a droppin', leakin' and a ploppin',
plaster was a failin', the rug it
was a squish in'.
GLUB -GLUB -GLUB -GLUB-Oh! No!
Dear Editor—
Bing Bang I saw a whole gang,
Ba.
drippin' on the living room
Ba,
With three heavy snow falls
rug.
Flip Flop they was doin'
Ba,
behind us the residents of the
the
plop,
all the buckets they
Ravines can plainly see the
was
filled
to the top.
So,
Splish
Splash
I
was
takin
a
bath,
priority given to snow re
Splish
Splash
I
forgot
about
long
about
a
Saturday
night.
moval, and the amount of con
the bath, went and put my bath
Rub-a-dub just relaxin'
cem shown by the Colleges.
On several occasions the park in the tub, thinking everything ing suit on!
(inspired from "Splish Splash"
ing lo t has been the scene for was alright.
by
Bobby Darin)
Well step out o f the tub, put
chaos, confusion, and the cause
my feet on the floor,
o f many a headache for those
Even under all the "D rippin'
residents with the task of dig felt a drip drop just a leakin'
and
a Droppin'" we can create a
from my door
ging out of an unplowed lo t
little humor to the leakage prob
Grantor! thniinK fKoro
.
Well.
Drio
Drop
I
jumped
back
*••*••«* ‘" “ I mc
lem that seems to exist in over
from the plop,
a shortage o f snow removal
fifty-six
o f the Ravine apart
how
was
I
to
know
there
was
a
equipment, is it too much to
ments. But, unfortunately, the
expect that a sweep or two be leakage goin o n .. .

humor only exists in the song.
For the last three weeks we
have had to alter our living con
ditions because o f the leakage
problem. No longer do we re
arrange our room around the TV,
we rearrange the room around
the buckets.
We realize the Ravine manager
and the Plant Department are do
ing their best to alleviate the
leakage problem, but as of right
now the problem seems only to
worsen. But on the bright side
o f things, we have received two
offers fo r umbrella ads, Noah has
asked to park his ark here, wid
our scuba equipment has finally
arrived.
Sincerely,
Andrea K. Smith
Susan LePatourel
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Actor's Perform ances Exceptional
Jeffrey M. Schoten's sets are most impressive and show much
by Pat Kay
The positives in the Civic Theatre's production of Ferenc Mol work.
The only weak spots of the play are in the performances of
nar's comedy "The Play's the Thing" by far outnumber the nega
Henry H. Guikema as the second playwright and Dave Kramer as
tives.
Under the direction of Paul Dreher, the play was nearly per the young composer. Their portrayals lack depth. Guikema's de
fectly executed as a highly amusing and entertaining comedy. The liveries of pessimistic arguments come out sounding fake and un
play is about two playwrights and their composer on the Italian convincing. Kramer could not make his presence as the young com
Riviera, when they meet w ith their leading lady—the composer's poser felt at all.
The show is on through January 27 and will be shown at 7:30
fiance—about their new play. Their arrival is unknown to the leading
p.m.
Sunday, Tuesday and Wednesday and 8:30 p.m. Thursday,
lady who is w ith another man. Alas, the young composer is heart
Friday
and Saturday.
Tickets can be reserved at the Civic or
broken and cries that he w ill commit suicide and destroy his musi
cal score. The tw o playwrights are thrown into consternation until bought at the door.
one o f them comes up with a plan to solve all their problems.
The acting was on the whole, very good. James Drummond, in
the role o f the butler was superb. His portrayal added greater
arijcyrrieru. *00 iu!!r.c^> to the* play ano a jense- of realism to the
entire performance.
The eye-catching Michael Page who played Sandor Turai, the
playwright with the plan, carried the story line through with great
ability and rousing enthusiasm.
The audience was delighted by Douglas R. Pettinga. In the third
act,as Almady, he was forced to sputter out self-degradations and
humiliations and constantly had to repeat incredibly long and
frustrating French names.

custom-maderings

Panopoulos Salons West
is pleased to announce
the addition of Samuel
Panopoulos invites you to
make an appointment with
Samuel for a consultation
on your indiviauai styling soon.

P/4NOPOULOS
S/ILONS M\1EST
3935 Lake Michigan Dr. - 453 - 3438
Custom features for women

“ Be
Someone
Q Special”
You can be someone special by doing something unique for your
friends and loved ones this coming Valentines Day. H ^e your
Valffitine cants and letters mailed by us from LOVELAND
Colorado. Your cards will be received w th a special message
from cupid printed on the outer envelope as well as a LOVE
LAND poetnwfc. Just sand your cards, addressed and stamped,
to ta b y ft3 b 2 n d and we will remail them from LOVELAND
in tirre fo r Valentines Dey. Mail us up to three cards for $1.00
H a a n S y as seven cards for $2.00 and well take care of the
h i
The cost is smell! Do something special! Mail to: Com
truncation Go., P.O. Bax 7916, Colo. Spgs., Co. 80B33

beautiful designs

Custom featu
for men

On sale are our men’s
traditional Siladium* rings and
selected women's 10-karat
gold rings. These rings are custommade individually for you. They arc a"
exceptional buy at the price of $ 6 4 .9 5 Y o u get your
choice of many custom features. Come sec them today.
T H E y W Q lR V E D R EPR ESEN TATIVE

DateJan. *
25

2*

bas a large co lle cto r o» college rings Aak to see them.

CAM PUS C E N T O

y^R O'^COLLEGE
R V ERUGS
D

2 days only!

P la c e

. A
Deposit
required Ask about Master Charoe
Charge or
or V«a
Visa

-'Savings
S a v ^ vary
to ss ty
vary sightly
sightly from
trom style
style to
ty **

CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
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PAC’s Qne Acts

Page 8

TJC Band Says Thank You

Next weeks schedule for PAC' ; One Acts is as follows:
"Spoon River Anthology”
by Edgar Lee Masters, d ir
ected by Helen Bray
"Upstairs
Sleeping by Harvey
30, Tues.
Perr, directed by Max Bush.
"Spoon River Anthology"
31, Wed.
"M a x" by Gunter Grass, d ir
Feb. 1,Thurs.
ected by Roger Ellis
"The Anniversary" by Anton
2. Fri.
Chekhov, directed by Laura
Salazar
All performances are from II noon to 1 p.m. in the Campus
Center Theatre. Admission is fre

Jan. 29, Mon.

“The Jam”
Con’t from page 5

Dan PorlUtes, Hob

Willey, M i k e A w o d e y and

H 'S n m £ > Q

GRAND VALLEY-Last Thurs
day The Knights of the Flames
finally came through with their
promised free "thank you con
cert" for the Grand Valley cam
pus community. According to
those who attended, the event
was well worth the w ait.
The concert, which was to op
en TJC's weekly Showcase ser
ies for 1979, was originally plan
ned for January 4, the first day
of school, became one of the
many casualties of the Blizzard
of 79.
Band members, Mike Mc
Kinley, Mark Awodey, Bob
Willey and Dan Pavlides treated
20 to 30 hand clapping, feet
stomping spectators to a round
of country and western tunes
that would have even made the
infamous Dirty Dingus McGhee
smile.
The Flames, who played song
after song in their fast paced
plucky style, soon had TJC
students dancing in the isles
of the schools's art gallery
turned stage.
Phyllis Greenleaf, a student
teacher at TJC said, "th e band
is terrific. Their music makes
you want to dance." And that's
just what she did with fellow
student Darin Vercoe in their
own version of the TJC hoedown.
Alice Clayton, also a student
at TJC said that the bands per
formance was "d e lig h tfu l",b u t a
few moments later, she admitted
to being a long tim e fan o f the
Flames. " I met the guys last
year, and I kind o f fo llo w them
around and give them moral
support and fo o d ."

McKin

>VvO,V*

KickOff Showcase
by Stan Ward

During the past year The Jam have enjoyed success in England,
however the American record buying public remains unconvinced.
This week, Polvdor releases the third Jam Album, " A ll Mod Cons ,
a brilliant set that should go a long way to improve their status here.
While the title track is actually classified ad slang for "A ll Modem
Conveniences", it plays up some of the connotations lurking in its
abbreviated form. "T o Be Someone" is a two and a half minute
mini epic about momentary fame, with Who-style power chording.
Weller's recent interest in the Kinks middle period surfaces in Mr.
Clean” , prior to jumping into an inspired version of Ray Davies'
own "David Watts", sung by Foxton. "English Rose" is a song for
Weller's home land, accompanied only by acoustic guitar, and is
not listed on the cover. "In the Crowd" is a follow-up to "Aw ay
from the Numbers", even borrowing that song's chorus. Another
acoustic based song, "F ly ", may be Weller's finest love song, showing
his development as a lyricist. The Jam's two recent British hits,
" A Bomb in Wardour Street" and "Down in a Tube Station at
Midnight", both top notch rockers, conclude the album.
" A ll Mod Cons" is a superb set that demonstrates Paul Weller's
emergence as a maior writer, guitarist, and singer, and shows The Jam
to be an increasingly well integrated unit. Only stupid prejudices
on the part of American radio directed at the new British bands in
general, w ill prevent this album from being the success it deserves to
be.

touch of Honky Tonk added for
The band, which was virtually
good measure.
wiped out by a fire in 1977, is
Pavlides plans to handle the
not doing too bad these days.
promotion
of the album, he co
They have just returned from a
produced
with
Baird Hawkins.
tour
of several Michigan c it
ies, and band member Dan
The band said that they just
Pavlides is about to release his
wanted to thank Grand Valley
first album.
'Gambler', a year and a half for coming through when they
Well we at Grand
in the making, tells a story of needed it.
Valley
want
to tell the band
traveling west, and the essence
Thank
you,
fo
r the Thank you.
of frontier philosophy, with a

Still
undecided about where to
live this winter?

Grand Valley Apts.
has the solution:

Winter Carnival

January 29 - February 3

f"
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Just a 5 minute w ait to campus

Grand Valley Apts=
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sports

Skinny slow guys race tol5-2 record, 6-0 in GLIAC
DETROIT—The Grand Va!
ley Lakers won their sixth
game in a row and raised the
w in column to 14 w ith a 62
42 thrashing of Wayne State
last Saturday Grand Valley
held the Tartars to a GLIAC
record low of 42 points in a
conference game.
The Blue and White led
from the opening tip, and
never relinquished the lead
The game was somewhat of a
defensive battle, but both
teams were hurt by low
shooting percentages.
The
Lakers h it on only 47% of
their shots from the floor
somewhat below their recent
outings. The Tartars h it a
miserable 33% from the
flo o r Both teams also had a
bit of trouble from the free
throw line, the Lakers hitting
57% and the Tartars 50%
Grand Valley had a total
domination of the rebound
ing aspect of the game by a
count of 42 to 20. Three
Lakers hit double figures
Raven w ith 18 Cheklich
w ith 12 and Chadwick with
11. The rebounding depart
meant was led by Cheklich
w ith 15 and rourke with 6
cklich
The tough defense put on
by the Lakers held all of
Wayne State s players out of
double figures and the weak
ness of the Tartar rebounders
is apparent since their top
rebounder Brinkd, pulled
down only 8 boards.
The key to the game would

have to be Wayne State's
terrible shooting percentage
of 33%. The Tartars put up
only five fewer shots than
the Lakers but madeten few
er buckets
Grand Valiev s
tough defense no doubt
contributed mightily to the
bad showing of the Tartar
gunners
Monday night’s game a
gainst Oakland University
was referred to by Coach
Villemure as a game in which
"you can be playing well, but
if the snots don't drop, you
look bad." Fortunately for
the Lakers, Oakland had the
same problem as Grand Val
ley hit on only 35% of their
shots while the Pioneers
ripped the cords at a 33%
clip in the first half. The
Lakers won regardless, 72-63.
It was also a game of hot
and cold streaks. During a
three minute streatch at the
beginning o f the game, Grand
Valley scored nine unans
wered points for a 15-4 lead
then sat back and watched as
Oakland scored ten straight
to cut the lead to one.
It was at this point that the
Lakers'
muscleman in the
middle Frank Rourke went
down with a sprained left
ankle and in the process
bruised his lower back. After
Chris
Raven
and Mark
Principe hit consecutive jum
pers, the Lakers entered the
deep freeze.
For the next
6:24 Grand Valley scored
nary a point including a nul
lified Chris Chadwick slam,
as Oakland snuck into the

Laker women win again
by Suzanne Joseph
D etroit-G rand Valley's Wo
men's Varsity Basketball Team
upped their over-all record to
6 4, and thanks to two confer
ence victories this week, they
are leading the Great Lakes
Conference with an outstand
ing 4-0 record.
Saturday, at Wayne State,
Kim Hansen led all scorers
with 27 points and 12 re
bounds as the Lakers trounced
the Tartars 70-59.
Faith
Heikkila chipped in 12 points,
and Pam VanderKolk netted
10.
Grand
Valley s coherent
man to man defense forced
Wayne to turn the ball over 34
times
Halftime saw GVSC
ahead 35-27. With the floor
leadership
of
Peggy
VanAntwerp and some picture
perfect plays, Wayne could
only get w ithin 6 points the
entire second half.
The closest Wayne got in the
second half was five points,
w ith seven minutes left on the
clock.
Excellent teamwork,
intelligent play, and good
heads-up ball by GVSC, broke
the Tartars fu ll court pressure.
Prior to the game, the two
tpams owned identical 2-0
league records.
Rene Holland was high for
Wayne State,
netting
14
points
Monday night, Oakland Uni
versity accomplished nothing
as the Lakers , led by Kim
Hanson and Pam VanderKolk,
burned the Pioneers, 74-67.
Hvisen had a grand n ig h t
ernrino
25ootnts,
hauling
down 21 rebounds, and block
ing 3 shots
Freshman VanderKolk, scor
ing 14 points, pulling down

14 rebounds, and blocking 4
shots, turned in her best
performance of the season.
Grand Valley couldn't do
any better than tie the score
times in the first half, Oakland
always holding the edge.
Both teams went into the
locker room at halftime with
34 points, but Grand Valley
came out and outscored Oak
land 11-0 in the ititial minutes
of the second half.
"T his was the turning point
o f the game, the straw that
broke the camel's back," a
delighted GVSC coach Pat
Baker commented.
Valley never trailed in the
second half, outscoring Oak
land 40 33
With only four
minutes remaining, OU was
only down 63-61, but Grand
Valley's
zone
defense
wouldn't allow them any clo
ser.
"We switched from a man-to
man defense to our 3-2 zone
defense in the second half."
" I t was a good team e ffort
on the whole part of the
team," added Baker.
Oakland's
coach
Rose
Swidzinski was a little bitter
after the game, " It's going to
be a lot closer when they
come to our place, probably
reversed, too."
I doubt it. Rose.
The women play tonight against Calvin College at Allen
dale High School at 8 pm.
The JV game against Grand
Rapids Junior College begins
at 6 pm.
Saturday, the Lakers tr» e i
to
Lake
Superior
State
before returning to Allendale
High School Monday at 5:30
to tip off against Ferns State
College.

lead 20-19.
But sophomore guard Vince
Vogg swished a jumper from
about the 45 yard line, Ini
lowed by Principe and Chad
wick jumpers as the Lakers
regained the lead at the ho
25 22.
Oakland came out smoking
in the second half for a quick
one point lead at 17.39, but
nine straight Laker points
(including 5 by Raven! put
the Blue and White on top
to stay. Oakland never got
closer than 5 points after
that as Grand Valley im 
proved its conference mark
to 6 0 and 15 2 overall.
Statistically,
free throws
turned out to be the big dif
ference as Grand Valley hit
16 of 24 while Oakland
bagged 7 of only 9 attempts.
Individually, Rich Brauer of
Oakland led all scorers with
20 points, but the balance
of the Lakers (Checklich and
Raven with 17 each, Principe

with 15 and Tim Garner
with 12) once again proved
to be the undoing of the op
portent.
Rourke picked off 9 re
bounds (even though injured)
to leaa Grand Vaiiey in that
department
even
though
Oakland pulled down 36 to
Grand Valiev's 29
This Saturday the Lakers
travel to Sault Ste. Marie
for a game vs. Lake Superior
and they return home next
Monday for a date with
Ferris State.

Kyle l.ucas

by Peter M Farb

PRANK ROI RKF. has l>ccn one ol \ illcmurc s kc\ men under ihe
hoards rhis season He is also averaging over 10 points .1 game.

The Hansen girls: a deadly duo

by Suzanne Joseph
D O M E-Kim Hansen and Barb
Hansen could pass as sisters,
maybe even twins, but they
are not related. Not only do
they both have the same last
name, but they are both 6
foot, 1 inch seniors on Grand
Valley's Women’s Varsity Bas
ketball Team.
The two have been mis
taken as sisters many times,
on and off the court.
" I think it's funny often
comical." " I t doesn't matter
to me whether people know
or n o t," said Kim.
Barb responded, ''It doesn t
really bother me that people
think we're sisters, but they
should realize we're not."
Kim, a native of Baur,
graduated from HudsonviLe
Unity Christion High Schoo
She is a physical education
major with a Health Education
minor.
Kim w ill graduate
after next fall term, and
hopes to use her coaching
abilities and her emphasis on
athletic training as opposed to
teaching.
On the other hand, Barb
graduated from Alpena High
School, then her family moved
to Grand Haven. She is a
criminal justice major, and
will graduate this June. Barb
plans on working for y e a r
then traveling some.
Kim spends her summers
working with younger girls at
basketball camps, and thor
oughly enjoys it " I meet a lot
of good college players, and
enjoy every bit of i t "
During the summer between
Kim's sophomore and junior
years, she was the last person
cut from the World Games
Women's Team that went to
Bulgaria, which is quite an
honor.
Both Barb and Kim have won
the honor of Great Lakes
Woman player of the week
Barb was honored for her per
formance in the Western Mich
igan game Dec 11tn. Kim re
cerved the honor for her per
formances against the Univer
siiy of Detroit oujan 12. a\,C
Saginaw Valley on Jan. 15
Coach Pat Baker had nothing
but prase for her two al

Kirn 11.trisen. <■Vs and Michigan's leading scorer

Barb Hansen the s r e n d halt at U S

punch

stars. "K im is probably one
of the best centers in the mid
west.
"This is her 4th varsity sea
son at Grand Valley, leaving
experience under her belt.
She is a strong inside player,
an excellent rebounder, and a
very smart player.
Kim is
respected by her teammates
because of her ability and un
selfishness."
"Barb actually came around
last year.
As a freshman,
Bobby (as her friends call
her) played JV ball to develop
her ability. She has developed
as a strong rebounder and a
good inside shooter the past
two years."
Baker added, "K im and Barb
are a good combo, both
threatening. Instead of having
one Hansen to worry about,
they have two. It's the dou
-3 b le Hansen punch
under
£ neath."
2 Both girls appreciate their
> fam ilt support during the sea
- son. A t all home games and a
majority of away games, one
can usually see the two moth
ers coupled, and the two fath
ers close by, just as if they
were related.
Kim is Grand Valley's all
time scoring and revound
leader. She is scoring a stun
mng 22.2 points per game av
erage, and grabbing an out
standing 13.7 rebounds per
game
In her four years at
GVSC, Kim has scored 1556
points, which puts her in the
number one spot in the
STATE OF MICHIGAN for
career points. Kim's goal is
to hit the 2000 maik this
season.
Barb is averaging 9.8 points
a game, and hauling down 9.7
rebounds a game, taking the
number tw o spot for totals
on the team.
Both Barb and Kim feel their
team will win the state tourn
ament this year. "We should
have a better record, we have
the talent on the team; it's all
there, it's just got to gel,"
commented Kim.
Barb concluded, " I wish
more people at Grand Valley
would realize there is a w o
men's basketball team at
GVSC, and w t need just as
rftucti support as the men."
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‘Overtime’

by Rhett Stuart
What I have in mind is a
feeling, possibly a state of
mind. Care to take a crack
at what I might be thinking
about?
Here are some clues:
Alabama has felt i t Notre
Dame has felt it. USC has
felt i t
Michigan?
Well,
they'll probably never feel it.
Give up?
Hold it!
You guessed it?
That's rig h t
I am talking about the feel
ing of being number 1 in the
nation; that elation inside that
comes from knowing you have
reached paramountcy, superemenence, preponderance, and
all those other words that
mean top dog.
And guess who the most
recent candidate for "The
Feeling’ is?
Right again.
The Grand Valley State wresliing team is currently ranked
numero uno in the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAl A).
If the
Laker matmen can somehow
hold on to that distinction

through the national tourn
ament this March, they will
become newest member of
that elite group who have
known "The Feeling".
Earlier this week, I was
asked to sit in on one of the
team's h o t sweaty practices
and talk w ith some o f the
rankest smelling men in the
world.
Needless to say, I
jumped at the opportunity.
By day's end, I had talked
w ith most o f the wrestlers
and had gotten their first
impressions on what it was
like to be number one in the
country.
Here's what they
had to say:
Paul Neuman: "Well, with
all the injuries we have, I
can feel the pressure really
statring to bu ild!"
Jeff Henderson: " I t ’s intense
around here, hut there is also
a lot of respect for one an
other."
Tim Horn: "I'm proud to be
a part of this team. There is
a great sense of pride here "
Dorr Granger: "It's an hon
or. But we still have to work
hard just like everyone else.”
John Wilder: " I t feels real
good, and a lot of that feeling
comes from coach Scott him
self."

Brett Reed: " I feel the pres
sure. I just got here this win
ter and as soon as I came, I
could really feel the pressure."
Jeff Tikkenan: " I feel lucky
to be working with the talent
here. There’s just so much of
i t It's hard not to feel good
about i t "
Bill Rugenstein:
" It's an
honor. I feel very fortunate
to be working with the caliber
of people we have here."
Mike Abrams: "The ratings
really don’t matter that much.
It all comes down to how we
do in the nationals."
Coach Jim Scott: "I think
we are a little young to be
number 1 right now. We have
an awful lot of freshmen. But
if they'll give it to us, we'll
take i t "
Well, there you have it The
classiest of the class have spa
ken. I could offer my own
feelings about being number 1
if you like. Afterall, I played
on an undefeated softball
team once. You don't want to
hear about it, huh? Well, you
are probabiy rigni. i i probably
wasn't quite the same. But if
you ever find yourself in need
of an eleventh opinion, don't
hesitate to give me a ring

Who is Michael Abrams?
by Rhett Stuart

(DOME)- Everybody gets an urge now and then that they have to be somebody. Not just anybody.
SOMEBODY! And if there is anybody on the Grand Valley campus who is SOMEBODY, it's Mike
Abrams.
Of course, Mike is just another student. But how many "just another students" are national wrestl
ing champions? Don't think too hard.
There is only one at Grand Valley. And that's Abrams. And Abrams is SOMEBODY!
Mike is the defending national champion in the 167 pound weight class and currently heads GVSC's
wrestling team which, as a matter of fact is the number 1 rated team in the nation.
Abrams got the urge to be somebody during his freshman year at Pontiac Northern High School.
So that fall, he went out for the wrestling team.
"Iwanted to be an athlete," says the soft spoken Abrams. " I guess I just wanted the attention.
But in the long run, I found out that all the attention really didn't matter at all."
Abrams, 21 is one of six children born to Benjamin and Esther Abrams. He has five sisters. Not
another guy in the bunch. He, along with his twin sister Machele, share the duties of being the oldest.
Mike feels that the greatest th rill of his seven year career came last year when he won the national
titie. When asked about the pressures of being a national champ, he replied, "Yes there’s pressure. I
know that everybody is out to get me."
Mike feels that the best way to handle being everyone's target is to be ready for them. "The only
way I can feel good is to know that I am in better shape than my opponents. I can't afford not to
work hard."
It isn't d iffic u lt to see that Mike is a hard worker. Even though he had a 35-4 record his senior year
in high school, he still failed to place in the state finals. But when his first season as a collegiate wrestl
er came around, Mike wound up 4th in the country. Some would chance to call that a substantial im
provement. And the best part is that he is still getting better.
Mike divides the credit for his success between his own determination and the efforts o f his coach,
Jim Scott.
"The greatest," he says of Scott. "I can go to him with a question anytime and he always has an
answer. He is a good personal coach. He can help you with a lot of things besides wrestling."
Away from his daily rigors in the combatives room, Mike studies Physical Education and Recrea
tion. He has his eye on getting a teaching job that will also allow him time to do some coaching.
Hopefully, he w ill find that job somewhere around his native Pontiac.
But for now, Mike is awaiting the national tournament to be held March 2-3 in Wheeling, West
Virginia. That is when he w ill face up to the task o f holding onto his championship. "Y ou never know
who is really number 1 until you get down on the mats and wrestle," said Abrams with a smile.
"I'm going to be ready."

Matmen split two matches in the cold north
by Rhett Stuart
(SAULT STE'.MARIE) It was the good, bad and the ugly last
weekend, for Grand Valley State's wrestling team. A t best,
last Friday and Saturday could be called sweet and sour. A t
any rate, coach Jim Scott says he is glad to be home.
It was just one of those weekends fo r the Laker matmen.
Friday, Grand Valley was in Sault Ste. Marie where they
bumped o ff Lake Superior State 26-17 behind the strength
of seven victories in the ten individual matches. That was the
good. The bad came Saturday. The Lakers went to Mar
quette, where they were clobbered by Northern Michigan
39-4 in a meet filled w ith highly debatable calls by the refer
ees (the ugly).
Grand Valley's defending national champion Mike Abrams
led the way against Lake Superior by whipping Kyle Heaton
16-3 in the 167 pound weight class. Other winners for GVSC
were Jeff Henderson at 118 pounds, Doug Crim at 126, Dorr
Granger at 134, John Wilder at 177, Bill Rugenstein at 190,
and Greg Smith at Heavyweight.

Student athletes honored

Cross Country Coach Clinger
There was an awards banquet
does
not give the personal afast Thursday night, appropriate
wards
, as he feels that each run
Jy titled, on the brochure, ‘Fall
1978 Athletic Awards Banquet'. ner receives trophies and/or
This banquet, held seperately medals depending on their piace
from the Football Awards Ban of finish in individual races.
quet, because of the time that However, each of his runners re
would be involved, was held to ceived recognition for the num
honor the "student athletes": ber of years he participated in
from Volleyball (coached by the CC program: Jim Marsh-4th
Joan Boand), Field Hockey (Ann year, John Potts-3rd year, Wil
Rancourt), Cross Country (Bill liam Amor 2nd year, Greg Beres
jClinger), and Women's Tennis 2nd year, Bruce Bylsma-lst year,
^Nancy Jo Snyder), and the Ken Graft-1st year, Ted Sullivan
^Cheerleaders (Ester Thomas).
1st year.
;T After dinner, and opening re
Nancy Jo Snyder's tennis team
marks from Athletic Director Dr. consisted o f Karin Holmes, Linda
'George MacDonald, the awards Fre.iklin, Mickey Byers, Karen
were Presented.
In volleyball Johnson,
Debbie Posthumus,
:there were six:
Karen Sowles and Lisa Uber.
M ost
Improved-Maria Brescol Karen Johnson was honored with
Serving Award-Darva Chevne the Coach*'* Award.
Spiking Award-Helen Anscheutz
Ester Thomas also introduced
Gopher Award-Darva Cheyne her fine group o f cheerleaders:
3UI-Cor.ferer.ee Darva
Cheyne Diane Whipple and Luanne Baar
feon. Mention Helen Anscheutz received Senior Awards, Lynn
Coach Boand was pleased with VandeVorde a 2 year recogni
ber team members, expecially tion, and Nancy Bertram, Tammi
trip le winner Cheyne. "She had Russell and Susan Walker Will be
Sour years o f very outstanding honored in the Spring as they are
play and we are definitely going presently part o f the cheerieadSo m is her next year."
ing squad that works basketball
• Next, C w u i n an u ju rt pre- games.
p v ittd her Field Hockey team
land
He
award
winners:
Football could not be le ft out
jP f tame-Kathy
Kinkema and com pletely though, as Coash
Hyde, Defense-Marti Driza Jim Harfcama publicly presen ted
—
u r . i ___ _____
as---------- i
£.--------• wcawMHic nw oiu husii u v
Hyde, Most Improv LaCrosK, Wisconsin cheerleaders
to the Grand Valley squad.

There is a Difference! J

Lake Superior did manage to keep the meet interesting
by winning two of the individual matches by pins, which
meant added bonus points for their team score.
The next day brought the bad and the ugly.
Mike Abrams again showed his championship form, this
time by defeating Northern's Brad Bitterman 18-9. Unfor
tunately, though, it was the Laker's only individual victory
o f the day. The rest was all green and gold.
Coach Scott expressed heated discontent with the offic
iating for the Northern meet. "Twice," claimed Scott,
"they called takedowns for Northern after the buzzer."
But the young coach could not put all the blame on the
referees. "Northern is tough," he said,"They have a chance
to win the NCAA Division II championship this year. To
beat them, you have to be strong everywhere."
Scott's warriors, the number 1 wrestling squad in the
nation, w ill have a chance to demonstrate their talents at
home this Saturday when they will take on Oakland Uni
versity and Muskegeon Community College at Allendale
High School. The Show starts at 2 o'clock.
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Help us share your “Gift” of life.
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• Treatment of bum victims
• Treatment of shock
• Treatment of Hemophiliacs
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Ask us about our fund raising
Earn $1,500.00 plus monthly
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Looking
at the Lakers
with

Lee Lamberts
A ll season long I have been
telling my friends and col
leagues (and even some o f
you) that the 1978 79 Grand
Valley basketball team was
not that good; as expected
most of them strongly dis
agreed with me-until Monday
night.

It was I who changed my
mind.
Granted, before last Satur
day's game they were 13-2 and
undefeated in Great Lakes
conference play, but they
were not really beating peo
ple, they were just playing
well enough to win.
I had been under the im 
pression that a lot of that was
due to the cold shooting on
the part o f the opponents, but
only now do I realize that this
cold shootin is caused by a
very stubborn Laker defense.
Last Saturday, Wayne State
was held to only 42 points,
three less than were/was al

lowed against Ferris State way
back in December of 1973.
Needless to say, that was a
new school record for de
fensive play.
Game and season statistics
will bear out the tenacity of
this defense. In the last three
games the opponents have
shot 40% (Saginaw Valley),
33% (Wayne State), and 43%
(Oakland) while Grand Valley
has shot 52%, 47% and 50%
over the same period.
The season stats look even
better
GVSC
.496
.724

opp

FG%
FT%

.419
.610

37.9
75.1

REB.'AVG.
PTS./AVG.

31.6
64.1

(These statistics are through
the Wayne State game; they
do not include Monday night's
results.)
It really doesn't matter
what the other coaches say be
cause if they lose to a "bunch
of skinny slow guys", when
they think they should win,
they are bound to feel bitter.
But, as Oakland Head Coach
Lee Frederick said, "that 'slow
guy' stuff is a bunch of bull .
When you play a Villemure
team, you know ahead of time
that it will be a well coached
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team. They may not be fast
but they ARE quick."
GLIAC
STANDING
W L
GVSC
6 0
HILLSDALE
4 1
NORTHWOOD 3 2
S A G 'V A LLE Y 3 2
FERRIS ST.
3 3
OAKLAND
1 4
WAYNE ST.
1 5
LK'SUPERIOR 1 5
Also, Chris Raven was ranked
second in free throw percent
age among NCAA II teams
last week.

Steelers Win Their Third Super Bowl, 35-31
M IAM I, FLORIDA —(UPI)-- Flushed with the excitement o f winning their third Super Bowl in three
tries... the Pittsburgh Steelers today proclaimed themselves one of the greatest teams in football his
tory.
A fter today's 35-31 Steelers win over the Dallas Cowboys in Super Bowl 13... wide receiver Lynn
Swann made this statement:"Super Bowl 10 was probably more exciting...but today's game means so
much more because our team is now part of history. There's no doubt in my mind-this was our best
team ever."
Year after year. Super Bowl critics have tabbed the National Foodball League's championship game
a super bore. For a change, it's possible to say the Super Bowl lived up to its name.
The Pittsburgh Steelers made Super Bowl history in Miami yersterday, becoming the first three-time
winners w ith a 35-31 trium ph over Dallas.
Fittingly, the game's most valuable player was Terry Bradshaw. He capped a brilliant season with
his best game ever...throwing for 318 yards and four touchdowns.
After Bradshaw capped his finest season with his best game ever, Pittsburgh coach Chuck Noll said
the Steelers could be even better.
The first coach to win three Super Bowls told post game reporters, "I don't think this team has
peaked yet. I'm looking for bigger and better things nextyear. I feel we have the capability to do any
thing offensively we set our minds to do."
Pittsburgh tackle Joe Green- a team leader-had a number of things to point out about the quality
o f the game. Greene said, " I t took the best to beat the best. The competition was probably the best
we've ever had in a Super Bowl. It was truly a colossal bow l."
S till—there was no question in Green's mind as to the outcome of the game...as he explained "I
knew we were going to win this game. This was our hestteamand this was our best Super Bowl. Why?
Because we came back after three years-because the Cowboys were the defending world champions
and because we are fRe first team to win three Super Bowls."

Intramural
Wrestling
Toumment
The Student Activities, Intra
mural and Recreation Office, is
offering an Intramural Wrestling
Tournament. Wrestling w ill be
held in the following weight
classes:
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
Hvy.
Sign up in Room 82 o f the
Fieldhouse by 5 pm, January 25.
For more inform ation, call 8956611, ext. 662.

L ast Chance
Bar

Coach Torn Landry thought the Dallas Cowboys had prepared a good plan for their Super Bowl
battle with the Pittsburgh Steelers...but after the game he said,"You never know what is going to
happen."
Landry admitted in the Cowboys dressing room that his team was a little loose on the pass
and the Steelers took advantage of that error in judgement with Bradshaw's 318 yards and four touch
downs.
Cowboys' sattey Cliff Harris said he didn't feel that the way Dallas was playing defense had as
much to do with Pittsburgh's success...as the fact that Bradshaw had such an outstanding day.
Though he said the Steelers wide receivers Lynn Swann and John Stallworth make great catches...
Harris said,"Today it was really where Bradshaw put the ball. He seems to be throwing better than
ever this year and I went over after the game and told him he really had a good day."
The unhappiest Cowboy of them all was linebacker Thomas Henderson...who had spent the entire
Super Bowl week telling anyone who would listen how the Cowboys were going to beat up on the'
Steelers.
Henderson sat on a bench in the Cowboys dressing room and told reporters, I didn’t feel defeat
until the game was over but now I'm upset. I was working real hard out there and I'm hurt that we
lost and hurt that we didn't make the big play to win the game."
Landry said he had mentioned before the game that turnovers and breaks were going to make the;
difference.
,
And after the game the Dallas coach said, "I turned out to be right. They're no better than we are;
on a given day."
,
Lynn Swann... who caught seven passes for 124 yards and one touchdown...says the triumph was
more exciting to him than the other Super Bowl wins because it was the Steelers' third, and, Joe
Greene... the club's defensive leader... believes the National Football League.
(
For Pittsburgh, it was the kind of game, and the kind of season, that inspired such rem ote.

ROY AYERS

^ 1132 Burton S.K
Ph. 245-0768
GrandRapids, ML

RECEIVE

WHEN YOU DONATE
BLOOD PLASMA
TWICE WEEKLY AT
cherry street plasma center

920cherrys^e,
phone: 454-8251
hours: mon.-sat 8-6:30p.m.

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 16,
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
THEATRE
2 SHOW S 8:15 and 10:15
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:

BELIEVE IN M USIC
DODD'S M USIC
BUZZ 206
$7.00 in advance. $8.00 at the door.

Sponsored by Student Activities, Afro • American Asscc.
Student Senate
v " .
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by Garry Trudeau
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YEAH..
"PEARDUKE,
I'VEHADIT.
THEPAPERS
CAMETHR0U6H,
so I SPLIT.."

"I LEFTSOME MOOSE
STEAKS/N THE FREEZER.
I'LL SENDFORMYSTUFF
r \ LATER. THEPAIN YOU
CANKEEP. GOOD6YL ’

*1L )

OF COURSE
MOOSE STEAKS, SHE POES!
MAN. SEE
60 SET SOME
STILL CARES. BEER FROM
\ THE BASE'
^
x MENT, UILLM?
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THE ALIBI
COLLEGE NIGHT AT
THE ALIBI IS BACK
IS STILL
EVERY THURS.
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CALL TO RESERVE
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SPONSORSHIP
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